Energize Your School’s
Professional Development Program
with DVDs from

On the Same Page
Writing Instruction Across
the Curriculum K–5
Heather Rader
$159 • 95 Minute DVD
Could your writing workshop use a jolt of inspiration?
Heather Rader takes you into primary and intermediate
classrooms, demonstrating how revision and summarizing skills can be taught systematically to students.

The Right Book at
the Right Time
Franki Sibberson
$159 • 86 Minute DVD
Franki Sibberson provides practical demonstrations of
how to help students sort through books in a way that
encourages risk-taking and exploration. Through lessons, small groups, and individual conferences, Franki
helps diverse students analyze topics, content, and text
difficulty.

Demonstration Lessons
Clare Landrigan and
Tammy Mulligan
$199 • 121 Minute DVD
During demonstration lessons, teachers
observe a colleague leading a model
lesson with students, take notes, and then discuss their
observations. This DVD features two demonstration lessons at the primary and intermediate levels, and
includes sample protocols and observation templates
viewers can use in their own schools.

Making
Assessments Work
for You
Clare Landrigan and
Tammy Mulligan
$199 • 102 Minute DVD
Students are assessed more than ever before, but
what’s a teacher to do with all those numbers and
notes? This DVD features two simple protocols teachers can use to move from analyzing assessment data
to designing thoughtful lessons.

Are you looking for realistic, high-quality portraits of
teachers and students at work? We provide honest
glimpses of real classrooms filmed by professional
crews, all in brief vignettes you can mix and match to
suit your professional development needs.

Readers in the
Middle
Building a Literate
Community in Grades 5–8
Katie Doherty
$159 • 115 Minute DVD
Katie Doherty takes viewers into her sixth-grade reading workshop, with examples of whole-class lessons,
conferring, book clubs, strategy instruction, book
shares, and written response to literature.

K–6 Word
Work Sampler
Hosted by “The Sisters”
and featuring Choice
Literacy Contributors
$159 • 94 Minute DVD
Features a variety of word learning strategies—from
conferring with kindergartners who are just learning the
concept of spacing words, to activities for sixth graders
who are adept at word sorting and analysis.

The Literacy
Principal in Action
Supporting Learners
of All Ages
Karen Szymusiak
$159 • 80 Minute DVD
Karen Szymusiak takes viewers through the routines
and strategies she uses as a principal to promote
thoughtful, focused discussions among teachers and
children. Formats include case studies, literacy “chats,”
grade-level and leadership team meetings, and mixedage student groups.

Mentor Texts
Models for Reading
Strategies and
Writer’s Craft
Aimee Buckner
$159 • 90 Minute DVD
Aimee Buckner shows how mentor texts are the anchor
for her 4th grade students in reading and writing workshops. Through demonstration lessons, modeling, targeted small groups, and individual conferences, core
concepts and strategies are taught and discussed.

Two Workshops
Contrasting Primary and
Intermediate Literacy
Programs
Katie DiCesare and
Karen Terlecky
$159 • 110 Minute DVD
Have you ever wished for a video that shows a complete reading and writing workshop from start to finish
in a classroom? Katie DiCesare is a first-grade teacher,
and Karen Terlecky works with fifth graders. Two
Workshops highlights similar structures and routines for
read-aloud, conferring, small groups, and minilessons
at the primary and intermediate levels.

Layered Coaching
Mentoring New Teachers
Jennifer Allen
$229 • 95 Minute DVD + CD
The “layered coaching” approach includes monthly
meetings for new teachers, in-class collaborative teaching, observations of colleagues, curriculum mapping,
and other targeted assistance.

Writers in
Transition
Teaching Revision
Strategies in Grades 3–6
Franki Sibberson
$229 • 85 Minute DVD + CD
This video showcases the lessons, strategies, and
goals of a revision unit of study in Franki Sibberson’s
grades 3 and 4 classroom. The DVD features sample
whole-class lessons on fonts, character development,
revision tools, goal setting, and titles. The full-color CD
includes workshop suggestions and templates.

Preview samples from all videos
and download copies of the full-color
workshop guides at
www.choiceliteracy.com

Synthesizing
Butterflies

Write from
the Start

Simply Room
Tours

Teaching Reading to
Kindergartners
Andie Cunningham

Conferring with Young
English Language Learners
Andie Cunningham and
Ruth Shagoury

Inspiring Design for
Literacy Learning
Hosted by “The Sisters”
and featuring Choice Literacy
Contributors

$99 • 33 Minute DVD + CD

$229 • 57 Minute DVD + CD

This workshop kit takes viewers into Andie
Cunningham’s classroom during three consecutive
days of instruction focused on the reading strategy of
synthesis. The curriculum is integrated: reading, writing,
science, talk, and movement all come together through
the study of butterflies with this diverse class of English
language learners.

How can a teacher confer with a child who speaks a different language? The nine conferences on this DVD
feature students with first languages of Spanish,
Cantonese, Vietnamese, Hmong, and Russian. The
children are at different stages in their language development—from confidently verbal to silent.

$159 • 113 Minute DVD
Accomplished teachers from grades K–6 classrooms
across the country give tours of their rooms. Bonus
tracks include tours of five bookrooms.

Order Form
Bill to:
Quantity
Name

K–6 Word Work Sampler

$159

School/Institution

Demonstration Lessons

$199

Layered Coaching

$229

Literacy Principal in Action

$159

Street Address
City

State

Zip

Email
Phone

❑ if same as Bill to

Ship to:
Name

Making Assessments Work for You

$199

Mentor Texts

$159

On the Same Page

$159

Readers in the Middle

$159

Simply Room Tours

$159

Right Book at the Right Time

$159

Two Workshops

$159

Synthesizing Butterflies

School/Institution
Street Address
City

State

Payment:

❑ MasterCard

$99

Write from the Start

$229

Writers in Transition

$229

Zip

Also Available—
DVDs from “The Sisters”:

❑ Visa

Account Number

Expiration Date

Signature

CVC 3 or 4 Digit Code

Daytime Telephone

We also accept purchase orders or checks—please include with your order.

Mail your order to:

Choice Literacy
P. O. Box 790
Holden, ME 04429

Order online:

www.choiceliteracy.com
Fax: 207.433.1012
Call: 800.973.2313
Please have your credit card ready for purchase.

30 Day No-Hassle Money Back Guarantee
If for any reason you are unsatisfied with your purchase, return for a full refund within 30 days.

CAFE in the Classroom

$229

Daily 5 in Kindergarten

$159

Inside Leadership

$199

Intermediate CAFE

$199

Intermediate Daily 5

$199

One Morning

$159

Simply Beautiful

$99

Simply Beautiful Middle School

$99

Simply Organized

$99

Sisters Sampler

$99
Total:

Flat Rate Shipping: $8 Priority Mail on Any Size Order U.S.; $20 International Orders
Total:

Total

